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The material presented here has been taken 
from the recently updated APTI 470 course and 

modified for this workshop 
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Presentation Agenda

•Validation - What, Why, and Who

•Validation Templates

•Data Review Levels 

•AQS Codes and Validation

•Examples 
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This content in this presentation should also 
help you write and/or revise your QAPPs!  

•Element 22 – Data Review, Verification, &                                 
Validation (Usability)

•Element 23 – Verification and Validation                  
Methods

•Appendix – Data Validation SOP
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Ambient Air Monitoring 
Data Validation
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Pre-Sample 
Data

Field Data 
Data 

Verification
Data 

Validation
AQS

Data 
Certification 

EPA 
Concurrence

Each data point is influenced by numerous people and processes

Data Flow
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Documentation should be 
available to track the “life” of 

all valid sample 
concentrations, as well as 

justify concentrations which 
were flagged or invalidated

NIST-Traceable 
Calibration

NIST-Traceable 
QA/QC Checks

Supporting 
Documentation

Valid Pollutant 
Concentration
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AQS Data

QA

QC
Raw Frequent data review is 

needed at several levels to 
ensure data integrity

If this does not occur, it is 
difficult to go back in time 
and accurately qualify the 
data
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Data Review
Data review is the in-house 
examination of data to 
ensure it has been 
recorded, transmitted, and 
processed correctly

•Data verification and validation 
are methods in the data review 
process

•Include techniques used to 
accept, reject, or qualify data in 
an objective and consistent 
manner
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Data Verification 

•Is the process for evaluating the 
completeness, correctness, and 
conformance of data against 
method, procedural, and/or 
contractual specifications
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•It can be further defined as the confirmation, through 
provision of objective evidence, that specified requirements 
have been fulfilled 
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Site Operator
Self-review of SMALL data sets
• Data gaps
• Calibration specifications
• QC check specifications
• Datalogger-applied status flags
• Instrument diagnostic / 

performance specifications
• Concentration values

Data Verification
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Data Validation 

•Routine process designed to ensure that 
reported values meet the quality goals of the 
environmental data operation

•It can be further defined as the confirmation, 
through provision of objective evidence, that 
particular requirements for a specified 
intended use are fulfilled

•Intended Use = Monitoring Objective(s)
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Data Validation

Data Reviewer

Verifies the verifier – and more!

Compares data results to:
•QAPP / SOP Requirements

• CFR and Method Requirements

• Instrument FRM/FEM Designation 
Specifications

•Measurement Quality Objectives 
(MQOs)
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Data Validation, Continued

•Looks for trends

•Uses professional judgment to make 
some decisions on validity (usability, 
defensibility)

•Ensures consistency in data review 
judgment calls

•Ensures consistent AQS data coding, to 
provide comparable data results for the 
monitoring organization’s network
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Independence is needed in order to 
minimize personal bias 

The data reviewer must 
judge the validity of data 

based upon tangible, 
objective supporting records 

and documentation 
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All staff who review data need to follow the 
same set of business rules

• Data validation SOPs are needed 
to ensure a consistent process

• One central/independent figure 
should be the final decision 
maker, and should spot check 
the validation process
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Validation Templates
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Templates & Weight of Evidence

40 CFR Part 58, Appendix A, Section 1.2.3

“Each PQAO is required to implement a quality system that 
provides sufficient information to assess the quality of 
monitoring data.  . . .  Accordingly, the EPA and PQAOs shall 
use a ‘weight of evidence’ approach when determining the 
suitability of data for regulatory decisions… 
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Templates & Weight of Evidence

40 CFR Part 58, Appendix A, Section 1.2.3 – Continued

…The EPA reserves the authority to use or not use monitoring 
data submitted by a monitoring organization when making 
regulatory decisions based on the EPA's assessment of the 
quality of the data. Consensus built validation templates or 
validation criteria already approved in QAPPs should be used 
as the basis for the weight of evidence approach.”
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QA Handbook, 
Appendix D: 
Data Validation 
Templates 
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Data Validation 
templates are the 
MQO tables for each 
pollutant

Data Validation Templates
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Data validation templates are 
typically ~2-4 pages per pollutant
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The main focus of data 
validation is determining 
data quality in terms of 

accomplishment of 
measurement quality 

objectives (MQOs)
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How to “Read” the Templates
Pink = Critical Criteria

Yellow = Operational Criteria

Blue = Systematic Criteria

Column 1 = Itemized 
Requirement/Element

Column 2 = Frequency of Requirement

Column 3 = Acceptance Criteria

Column 4 = Additional information, 
including citations noting where the 
requirement originated

Use of Bold Italics identifies 
requirements codified in the CFR 
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•Requirement, implementation 
frequency, and/or acceptance 
criteria are found in CFR

•Critical to maintaining the integrity 
of a sample or group of samples

•Invalidate unless there is 
compelling evidence for not doing 
so

•This compelling evidence is needed 
in order to prove the data is valid

Critical Criteria
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Compelling Evidence
•Data that concretely establishes instrument performance or 
validity of the check

•Includes, but is not limited to, data generated from: 
• Independent audit point(s), multi-point verification, and/or 

prior zero/span check 

•This data establishes whether the analyzer was operating within 
its acceptance limits 

•Indicates whether a QC check itself is considered valid or invalid 
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Operational Criteria

•Important for maintaining and 
evaluating the quality of the data 
collection system 

•The sample or group of samples for 
which one or more of these criteria 
are not met are suspect unless 
other quality control information 
demonstrates otherwise and is 
documented 

•Violation of an operational criterion 
may result in the application of an AQS 
QA qualifier flag(s) 

•Violation of an operational criterion or 
a number of operational criteria may 
also be cause for data invalidation

•The reason for not meeting the criteria 
must be investigated, mitigated or 
justified
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Operational Criteria
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Systematic Criteria

•Criteria which are important 
for the correct interpretation 
of the data, but do not usually 
impact the validity of a 
sample or group of samples 

•Includes such items as 
reporting units and quarterly 
data completeness goals

•Includes the DQOs

•If the DQOs are not met, it 
does not invalidate specific 
samples; rather, it may impact 
the uncertainty associated 
with the attainment/non-
attainment decision

•In some cases, violation of a 
systematic criterion may result 
in the application of AQS QA 
qualifier flags
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Systematic Criteria
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Template Rankings

•Operational or systematic quality control 
checks need to be performed 

•Not performing an operational or 
systematic quality control check that is 
required by regulation can be a basis for 
invalidation of all associated data

•Consistently not meeting an operational 
or systematic criteria requires a 
corrective action(s) be implemented
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Data Review Levels
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Tiered Data Review Approach

•Multi-step review process, conducted by several 
individuals with different perspectives

•May not be fully possible in smaller agencies, but efforts 
should be made to ensure independence 

•Ensures data in AQS tells the complete and correct story
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Level 0

• Datalogger / Sampler

• Continuous / Daily

• Distinguish measurements from measurement errors or pre-programmed 
(automated) QC activities

Level 1

• Site Operator

• Daily / Monthly

• Distinguish measurements from measurement errors or interferences

Level 2

• Independent Reviewer (QA)

• Monthly / Quarterly

• Verify Level 1 Review  

• Ensure data meets QA/QC requirements and objectives of its intended use

Level 3

• Independent Review (QAM)

• Monthly / Quarterly / Annually

• Verify Level 1 and 2 Reviews 

• Approve data suitability for release to AQS

AQS 
qualifier 

flags or null 
value codes 

can be 
applied or 

suggested at 
any level
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Level 0 Review 
•Continuous / Real-time

•Data loggers can be pre-programmed to flag 
data during certain events

•Data loggers and samplers will also apply 
status flags when certain pre-programmed 
specifications have been exceeded

•Data sets polled / downloaded will display 
the flags applied by these instruments
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Level 1 Review

•Performed by the operator

•Daily / Weekly / Monthly Process

•Goal is to distinguish measurements 
from measurement errors or 
interferences

•Operator is the most knowledgeable 
about the specific site and specific 
instrument-performance
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Level 2 Review
•Independent Reviewer (QA)

•Monthly / Quarterly Process

•Goals include:
•Verifying the Level 1 Review and 
supporting documentation

•Ensure data meets the QA/QC 
requirements and objectives of 
its intended use (validation)
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Level 3 Review

•Additional Independent Reviewer (QA Manager or equivalent)

•Monthly / Quarterly / Annual Process

•Verifies the Levels 1 and 2 Reviews 

•Ensures data is accurate, complete, comparable, representative, 
and defensible, given the supporting documentation

•Includes data quality assessment (DQA)

•Approves data suitability for release to AQS
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AQS Reporting – 40 CFR 58.16(b)

•Specific quarterly reporting periods 

•Report all data and information gathered 
during the reporting period to AQS 
within 90 days after the end of the 
quarterly reporting period 

•For example, the data for the reporting 
period January 1-March 31 are due on or 
before June 30 of that year

Generated 

Collected

Verified

Validated

Reported 
to AQS
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Validation Timeline

•40 CFR Part 58.16 establishes the timeline by 
which data must be edited, validated, and 
reported to AQS

•The reporting schedule allows 
approximately 90-180 days for Levels 0 – 3 
data review activities to occur

•Data modifications can occur at any time 
after data has been reported to AQS  

•Data certification is due May 1 annually
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Note: Data Quality Assessments
•Performed on validated data 

•Aggregated data sets

•Annual data assessments should be completed by 
QAM (or other designated staff)
• Annual data certification is an assessment

• Other AQS reports can be run, such as the AMP 256

•3-year assessments are also helpful when 
assessing criteria pollutant data

•Longer-term assessments (e.g., 6-year or 10-year) 
may happen in some programs, like toxics

Annual Box & Whisker Plots – PQAO Level
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Continuous Analyzer 
Data Review
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The following slides describe 
general procedures to review data
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Data Verification 
Levels 0-1 
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Level 0 is performed 
automatically by the                  
site datalogger or the 

sampler 

In some organizations, 
the status flags applied 

during Level 0 
verification are 
programmed to 

translate into AQS null 
codes by the data 

acquisition software

Types of flags available for this 
example application
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NOTE:  
A variety of data acquisition systems 
(DAS) are available that have 
sophisticated data verification 
capabilities

Monitoring organizations are 
encouraged to explore and utilize 
these capabilities in order to  
streamline and enhance their Levels 
0 -1 data verification processes
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•Level 1 = Site operator 

•Daily data review (target = 100%)
•Proactive approach to preventive data loss 

•Scrutinize the previous 24 hours of data

•Monthly data review also recommended to look for trends

•Goal: To distinguish measurements from measurement errors or 
interferences

•Operator will have information and evidence to illustrate whether 
data anomalies resulted from analyzer issues and/or localized 
events near the site (e.g., nearby prescribed fire)
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•Look for missing data (gaps)  
• If identified, determine root cause and 

document it

• Re-poll datalogger or instrument, if 
possible

•Review all status flags applied by the 
datalogger/sampler 
• Determine if those flags are expected 

(i.e., correct)

• If unexpected, investigate the data 
points further to determine root 
cause(s) and document it
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Level 1 Verification should include, but is not limited to,             
the following:
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Level 1 Verification, Continued:

•Verify data against FRM/FEM specifications.  Document any 
excursions.

•Verify data against other instrument specifications. Document 
any excursions. 

•Review the maximum and minimum concentrations
•Do the values make sense?  

•Are the values real or the results of an automated QC 
procedure? 

• If errors are found, document them, along with the reasons 
explaining their cause. 
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•Look for outliers.  If 
identified, investigate to 
determine root cause.  
Document findings.   

•Compare pollutant 
concentrations to the 
analyzer’s strip chart 
(analog or digital) to 
check for DAS accuracy.
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Level 1 Verification, Continued:
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The QC data for this day looked normal, as did hourly concentrations.  

However, you can see from the graph that there is actually a malfunction occurring. 

Importance of Minute Data
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Monthly Data Verification Procedures
•Still Level 1 Review – but a larger data set (i.e. one month, instead of 24 hours)

•Use same criteria as previously described for daily review to look for oversights 
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Trends become more 
apparent through a 
monthly review!
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Significantly low 
concentrations of 
ozone in July?
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Monthly Data Verification Procedures

•Re-review minute data 
(strip charts) to watch for 
trends or shifts over time

•Review logbook 
notations for issues not 
previously observed
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Monthly Data Verification Procedures

•Verify documentation on all 
spreadsheets, forms, 
and/or supporting data 
reports  
• Is documentation 
complete and accurate?  

•Does it convey everything 
the data validator needs 
to know?
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•Document Level 1 Reviews
•Daily: Notations on an electronic log, 
printed Daily Summary Report 

•Monthly summary report 

•Agency-specific written report

•Sign and date the data review 
report/summary

•Submit report and any required supporting 
documentation to the designated next-
level reviewer
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Data Validation 
Levels 2-3 
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•Level 2 = Independent data reviewer/validator

•Monthly data review (percentage)

•Quarterly data review to look for trends or oversights

•Goals:  
•1) Verify Level 1 Review 

•2) Ensure data meets QA/QC requirements and intended use 

•Use supporting documentation and objective evidence to make 
data validity judgment calls

•Do not make assumptions
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Level 2 Goal #1:  Verify the Level 1 Review

Should include, but is not limited to, the following:

•Look for any missing data (gaps) not identified by the operator 
• If found, investigate cause and determine method to handle data gap

•Check suggested null codes against supporting documentation

•Review the daily maximum and minimum concentrations for accuracy 

•Look for constantly repeating values and/or outliers  

•If errors are found, the data validator should scrutinize a larger 
percentage of the data and/or return the data package to the Level 1 
Reviewer for a second review
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Level 2 Goal #2:  Ensure data meets QA/QC requirements 
and the objectives of its intended use

What does this generally include?

•Compare data to pollutant’s MQO table 

•Verify QA/QC checks were completed & performed in 
accordance with QAPP/SOPs (strip chart!!)

•Compare data to other QAPP/SOP requirements

•Investigate any areas of concern noted by the site 
operator

•Compare concentrations to neighboring sites

•Bracket data using QA/QC check results and/or other 
objective, documented evidence
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Analyzer leak following 
internal filter change

Minute data illustrates lack 
of diurnal pattern during 

heat of day 

Failed span check follows

Site
visit & 
maintenance

Diurnal pattern?

24-hr view of ozone data
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Lamp 

calibration 

performed 

by the site 

operator

SOP Deviation:  Is this data valid? 
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Loose Teflon 
fitting 
tightened

Is this data before the Teflon fitting was tightened 
representative of ambient air?
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Sign and date the data review 
report/summary to document 
the completed Level 2 review 

Submit report/summary and 
any required supporting 
documentation to the 
designated next-level reviewer
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•Level 3 = Another independent data reviewer (QAM)

•Goals:  
•1) Verify Levels 1 & 2 Reviews 
•2) Ensure data meets objectives of its intended use 
•3) Approve data suitability for upload to AQS

•Similar to Level 2 review, except that a smaller 
percentage of data is examined

•Verify that in-house records and documentation support 
the data validation decisions

•If issues are found, the QAM should review a larger 
percentage of the data and/or return the package to the 
Level 2 reviewer for second review
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Intermittent Sampler Data Review
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Example Particulate 
Data Validation Template

Field Criteria Laboratory Criteria
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Tiered Data Review Approach –
Times Two!

•Multi-step review process, conducted by several 
individuals, is the best practice

•Multi-step review should occur at the monitoring 
organization level (field)

•Multi-step review should also occur at the laboratory
• Laboratory should operate under an approved QA plan / 

QA system
• In some cases, the laboratory may be operated by the 

monitoring organization

•The monitoring organization is responsible for the 
final validation of the data
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• Level 0 = Sampler

• Level 1 = Site Operator

• Level 2 = Data Review

• Level 3 = QAM

Monitoring 
Organization

• Level 1 = Lab Analyst

• Level 2 = Lab 
Supervisor

• Level 3 = Lab QAM 

Laboratory

Final Review & 
Approval by 
Monitoring 
Org QAM

AQS
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•Particulate data review will most likely occur on a 
monthly or quarterly basis

•Data review for the field will include verification of data 
from individual 24-hour sampling events, whereas data 
from the laboratory will include results of sample 
“batches”

•Same AQS reporting conventions, so Levels 0 – 3 data 
review activities must still be completed within 90 – 180 
days from time sample is collected
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•Monitoring organizations should review data packages 
received from laboratories during Level 2 & 3 reviews
• All method requirements and pollutant-specific critical 

criteria elements should be reviewed

• Agreement should be established with laboratory to 
provide specific QC data from the analytical batches in 
data packages, in addition to sample results (e.g., masses 
or µg/filter concentrations) 

•Copies of all chain-of-custody forms should be maintained 
by the monitoring organization and reviewed at this time
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Data Handling 
Qualification Concepts 
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Data Usability
•QAPP/SOPs will not be able to cover every unique situation 
or circumstance data reviewers may encounter, but should 
be detailed enough to guide the data reviewer’s decision-
making process

•Data Validation SOP should contain specific procedures and 
criteria to judge data against, as well as rules on coding and 
flagging
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AQS Data Reporting

73

Null Data Codes
• Invalidate data 

• Impact data completeness 

Qualifier Codes
•Data does not meet a particular criterion,                                                                                   

but has been determined to be valid

•Does not impact completeness

Informational Flags (“I” series)
• Related to external environmental conditions

Request for Exclusion Flags (“r” series)
• Formal request for data exclusion under the                                                                                  

Exceptional Events Rule 
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Applying AQS Null Codes & Flags
Critical Criteria 
• Invalidate with AQS null code
•Or apply AQS QA Qualifier Flag “1”, or 

“1V” if compelling evidence exists

Operational Criteria
•Apply “2” QA Qualifier Flag 

Systematic Criteria
•Apply “3” or other more 

representative QA Qualifier
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Data Flagging

✓Qualifier flags caution data users, but do not invalidate data 
✓Increases transparency, when needed
✓AQS allows up to 10 qualifier codes per data point 
✓Warning:  If a data point requires multiple flags because of 

multiple deviations, a null value code may be needed!
✓Allows for more data to be used to calculate a design value
✓Helps ensure data is legally defensible
✓Supports exceptional events demonstrations and modeling
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Templates are meant to be applied to                    
small data sets                                                                    

(single values or a few weeks of information)

AQS QA qualifier flag of “1” is not intended                           
for widespread, common use
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The AQS AMP 350 Report Tells a Story
Code change?

What malfunctioned?
Where is maintenance & recalibration?

Data should be coded in a manner that most accurately represents what happened
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Data Bracketing

When QC checks exceed acceptance 
limits, data should be invalidated back to 
the last passing QC check

Similarly, data should be invalidated 
forward until the next passing QC check 
or calibration
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Pump Failure

Nightly 
QC Check

Use QC checks – before & after the malfunction – to bracket your data!

Analyzer Malfunction
How far back do you invalidate data? How far forward?
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Examples and Exercises
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AQS DATA CODING EXERCISE

DESCRIPTION:

Site technician takes an ozone analyzer off-line 
and performs a one-point QC check

POSSIBLE CODE/FLAGS:

AX: 
Precision Check

AY: 
QC Control Points 

(zero/span)

BF: 
Precision/Zero/Span

AC: 
QC Audit

BD: 
Auto Calibration
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AQS DATA CODING EXERCISE

DESCRIPTION:

Sampler inlet is encroached by trees.

POSSIBLE CODE/FLAGS:

AM:
Miscellaneous void

SX:
Does Not Meet Siting 

Criteria 

QX:
Does Not Meet QC 

Criteria

SC:
Sampler 

Contamination

3:
Field Issue
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AQS DATA FLAGGING EXERCISE

DESCRIPTION:

Audit team performs a semi-annual flow check 
on a PM2.5 FEM BAM1020

POSSIBLE CODE/FLAGS:

AM: 
Miscellaneous Void

AT: 
Calibration

BL: 
QA Audit

BM: 
Accuracy Check

BC: 
Multi-Point 
Calibration
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AQS DATA CODING EXERCISE

DESCRIPTION:

Ozone strip chart shows oscillation 
and water is discovered in the 
manifold 

POSSIBLE CODE/FLAGS:

AM: 
Miscellaneous Void

AN: 
Machine Malfunction

AS: 
Poor Quality Assurance 

Results

AQ: 
Collection Error

AL: 
Voided by Operator
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Weight of Evidence – Example 1
•Over a 8-week time period, a new 
operator conducts 1-point QC checks on 
an ozone analyzer every ~21 days

•Critical Criterion = Required Frequency is 
every 14 days

•Results of the 1-point QC checks are ~ 1.5 
– 2.7% difference, which is within the 
critical criterion < ±7.1% difference 
acceptance limits

•An independent performance audit was 
also conducted on the analyzer, with 
results at ~2% difference for each 
concentration level  

•Compelling evidence demonstrates that, 
although the frequency criterion was not 
met during these 2 months, the analyzer 
was producing quality data

•Data is deemed valid.  But, as a 
conservative measure, QAM applies an 
AQS “1” qualifier flag to the affected ozone 
data during this time period
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Weight of Evidence – Example 2
•Critical, operational, and systematic 
criteria met for organization’s PM2.5 
samples for all field parameters.

•TSA conducted on organization’s 
recently relocated in-house PM2.5

gravimetric laboratory 

•Audit occurs within 2 months of start-
up, in order to ensure the new set-up is 
in good order

•TSA finds multiple non-conformances

Findings include:  

• Aged microbalance with no traceability 
documentation

• Balance not properly grounded

• Lab blanks significantly out of specification 
(acceptance criterion = 15µg; blank results 
range from 98µg to -477 µg)

• Field blanks significantly out of 
specification 

• Newly purchased RH/temperature 
datalogger doesn’t meet accuracy 
specifications
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Weight of Evidence – Continued
•The findings are considered 
operational criteria

•AQS flags for these deviations would 
include:

•“2” – Operational Criteria Not Met 

•“LB” – Lab Blanks Out of Specification

•“FB” – Field Blanks Out of Specification

•However, the results of the blanks, in 
conjunction with the lack of grounding of 
the microbalance, indicate that static 
electricity was most likely impacting the 
balance

•Moreover, the microbalance itself has no 
evidence of being in calibration

•Weight of evidence indicates that samples 
weighed in this new location are suspect; 
inaccurate mass weighings yield inaccurate 
pollutant concentrations

•As a conservative approach, data is 
invalidated 
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Weight of Evidence – Example 3
OZONE – SCENARIO 1 OZONE – SCENARIO 2 

•Automated, nightly QC check is 25.2% d

•Site operator visits the site the next morning. 
Analyzer shows no alarms; diagnostics are within 
specification.  

•Site calibrator shows multiple alarms and calibrator 
malfunction is observed on strip chart prior to 
automated QC check.  

•QC check itself is considered invalid

•Subsequent manual QC check the next day with a 
different calibrator confirms that analyzer is 
operating within specification

•Ozone data is deemed valid

•Automated, nightly QC check is 25.2% d

•Site operator visits site the next morning, finds all 
equipment in good working order, and observes 
no known interferences within the shelter  

•Operator performs a manual QC check with similar 
results

•Exceedance of critical criterion is confirmed; 
ozone analyzer is “out of control” and recalibration 
is required

•Ozone data is invalidated back to the last 
acceptable QC check
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Session Summary

•Site operators and QA staff are both intimately involved in 
the data review process
•Good documentation is vital!

•Data handling should involve multiple levels of review

•There is a significant difference between data verification 
and validation procedures

•Know your QAPP and SOP requirements!

•Utilize the Data Validation Templates in the QA Handbook
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Questions?
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Stephanie McCarthy

EPA Region 4

(706) 355-8745

mccarthy.stephanie@epa.gov
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